RIGHTS CAMERA ACTIVISM

THE WORKMEN'S CIRCLE ANNUAL BENEFIT
DECEMBER 2, 2019

HONORING Seth and Mark Rogen
Fun Dor tsu Dor
Generation to Generation Activism Award
THE WORKERS CIRCLE

Jewish culture for a just world
The Workers Circle is a social justice organization that powers progressive Jewish identity through Jewish cultural engagement, Yiddish language learning, multigenerational education and activism.
The Workmers Circle Board of Directors

Richard Rumelt, President
Jay Sackman, VP for Development
Bernice Siegal, VP for Strategy
David Kazansky, Treasurer
Robert Kaplan, Secretary
Peter Pepper, Past President
Richard Brook
Zeev Dagan
Michelle Green
Michael Kaminer
Irena Klepfisz
Eric Marshall
Dan Opatoshu
Edgar Romney
Eva Zasloff
Thank You!

Our Host Committee

Nina Libeskind
Sandy Rogen
Jay Sackman
Eva Zasloff

Our Honorary Benefit Committee

Judd Apatow
James Franco
Joseph Gordon-Levitt
Lauren Miller Rogen
Craig Robinson
Danya Rogen
Thank You!

Our Labor Solidarity Committee

Vincent Alvarez
Stuart Appelbaum
Henry Garrido
George Miranda
Michael Mulgrew
Edgar Romney
Anthony Speelman
Peter Ward
Randi Weingarten
We are grateful for the support of our sponsors

**Leader**
Anonymous
The Rogens

**Champion**
Robert and Marcia Kaplan
Daniel and Nina Libeskind
The Rogens

**Advocate**
Martin and Laurie Scheinman
& ARDEN CLAIMS SERVICE
The Walt Disney Studios

**Supporter**
Amalgamated Life Insurance
GFP Real Estate
High Times
Kurzman, Eisenberg, Corbin & Lever, LLP, Attorneys at Law
Tito’s Homemade Vodka
Jay and Patricia Sackman
We are grateful for the support of our sponsors

**Educator**
1199 United Health Care Workers East, SEIU
AMSkier
Local 1102 RWDSU
Richard Rumelt
Bernice Siegal
Taube Jewish Heritage Tours
Withum

**In-Kind**
Ben’s Kosher Deli
Creative Concepts
Elemental Relief
La Columbe
Soxcessful
Thank you to the Workers Circle staff for all of your hard work to make this an amazing event!

Ann Toback • Abbe Marcus • Danielle Gold • David Dossick • Etty Constantinescu • Ian Lorand • Jaime Gorelick • Jonathan Gold • Jonathan Taubes • Jorge Taveras • Kathy Anderson • Maberliz Baez • Maria Cardoso • Melissa Karachalios • Nikolai (Kolya) Borodulin • Noah Barrera • Shelley Emmer

- Rich Rumelt, President, and the Board of Directors
Congratulations to

SETH ROGEN & MARK ROGEN

As the 2019 honorees at The Workmen’s Circle Annual Benefit

From

Local 153
Office and Professional Employees International Union, AFL-CIO

Richard Lanigan
Business Manager

Steve Turkeltaub
President

Gwendolyn Rushing
Vice President

Myra Hepburn
Secretary-Treasurer

Wilma Artau-Banda
Recording Secretary

www.llibeskind.com
Congratulations to father & son Mark and Seth Rogen on receiving the Fun Dor Tsu Dor Award

Congratulations and Best Wishes to The Workmen's Circle

STULBERG & WALSH, LLP

www.stulbergwalsh.com

Representing Labor Unions, Employees, Employee Benefit Funds and Disability Rights Organizations Since 1985

Jay and Patricia Sackman are proud to support The Workmen's Circle and to honor Mark and Seth Rogen for their intergenerational commitment to social justice.
Congratulations to Seth and Mark!

This is a lovely and well-deserved honor benefiting the beautiful mission of preserving Jewish culture and advancing social justice for all.

—Barbra Streisand
As the middle of a five-generation Workmen’s Circle family, it is an absolute joy to be able to honor the father-son team of Mark and Seth Rogen at this Annual Winter Benefit.

We first met Seth some 20 or so years ago when he performed at a Workmen’s Circle event in LA. His father Mark worked for us at that time. It was obvious Seth would be a successful artist!

But equally significant for us is their commitment to the progressive causes that the Workmen’s Circle stands for and fosters. Their leadership is exemplary. Honoring them is our joy.

Marcia and Bob Kaplan
The Pepper Family celebrates  
~ Mark and Seth Rogen ~  
for their contributions to a  
Shenere un Besere Velt far Alle  
Peter, Marci, Sam, Alison & Emma

Congratulations to  
Ann Toback, Rich Rumelt and the Board  
of the Workers Circle  
for creating a better and more beautiful  
world for all for more than a century.

we are the 450,000  
caregivers of 1199seiu  
united healthcare workers east

We are proud to support The Workmen’s Circle  
Annual Benefit and congratulate tonight’s honorees:  
Seth and Mark Rogen.  
Together, we will continue to advocate for working people  
in our communities.

empower others

Withum proudly supports The Workmen’s Circle and congratulates this year’s  
honorees, Mark and Seth Rogen.  
Visit withum.com to discover how we support the communities  
in which we work and live.

withum.com
HIGH TIMES

SALUTES FUTURE CANNABIS HALL OF FAMER:

SETH ROGEN

(AND HIS DAD, MARK, FOR NOT BUSTING HIM)
Thank you Workmen’s Circle for pursuing equality, fighting for human dignity, and making the world a better place for us all!

Martin and Laurie Scheinman &
ARDEN CLAIMS SERVICE
The boutique class action settlement administrator specializing in consumer, human rights, and employment class action matters.

Litvakus — a different take on klezmer music.
Album Raysn (2014) called “an extremely welcome arrival on the Jewish music scene” (Songlines magazine, UK)
Litvakus.bandcamp.com
In memory of Kevin P. Lynch and Penny Laforest
From generation to generation
Sara and Rebecca Lynch and Bernice Siegal
Mark and Sandy Rogen would like to express their thanks to and appreciation of the Workers Circle for the great works they do — and to you — the people who support the Workers Circle and who strive, through tikkun olam (repairing the world) to make a shenere un besere velt far ale.
Congratulations to
*The Workmen’s Circle*

on nearly 120 years of activism and solidarity with the labor movement and working families.

This year, The Workmen’s Circle pays tribute to a family of social activists:

Mark Rogen,
the former director of the Los Angeles Workmen’s Circle,
and his son,
Seth Rogen,
actor, screenwriter and director.

---

**Yasher koyekh from the Southern California Workmen’s Circle**
Congratulations, Mark and Seth Rogan. Thank you for standing with justice.

Honored to support The Workmen’s Circle Annual Benefit.
LOCAL 1500
IS PROUD TO SUPPORT

THE WORKMEN’S CIRCLE

Rob Newell
President*

Aly Waddy
Secretary-Treasurer*

Joe Waddy
Executive Vice President/Recorder*

Tony Speelman
Senior Advisor to the President

Mark and Seth, congratulations on this most deserving honor. SOXCESSFUL is thrilled to be able to support The Workmen’s Circle this special evening. We wish you continued success as you leave your positive imprint on the world!

#BESOXCESSFUL

f  𝘗  𝘣  𝘵
Proud to support the Workers Circle in honoring Mark and Seth Rogen
TEAMSTERS JOINT COUNCIL 16

Proudly Supports

THE WORKMEN'S CIRCLE

DEMOS DEMOPOULOS, SEC.-TREASURER
THOMAS GESUALDI, TRUSTEE

GEORGE MIRANDA, PRESIDENT
HARRY NESPOLI, VICE PRESIDENT
LOU CALEMINE, TRUSTEE

GREGORY FLOYD, RECORDING SECRETARY
MATTHEW BRUCCOLERI, TRUSTEE
CONGRATULATIONS
MARK AND SETH ROGEN
From your friends at
KURZMAN EISENBERG CORBIN & LEVER, LLP
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
ONE NORTH BROADWAY
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
(914) 285-9800
www.kelaw.com
Thank You to Our Donors Who Supported a Name Listing

Fred and Barbara Bornstein
Robin Dibner
Howard Duchin